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HISTORY, RHETORIC, AND AESTHETICS 

This article will explore the familiar polarity between history and rhetoric by 
comparing two rather different accounts from the early Empire. The treatment of 
history in the rhetorical theory of Dionysius of Halicarnassus and the curious work of 
historical theory by Lucian will be contrasted to open up some new areas of debate.1 
Although the relationship between rhetoric and history has been the subject of 
numerous studies, none have given much weight to one central aspect of the 
juxtaposition: the dialectic between rhetoric and aesthetics, and the place of that 
dialectic in ancient historical theory. Since scholars generally agree that ancient 
historiography exists, like all other forms of ancient writing, within a culture where 
rhetoric provides all educational resources, and thus acts as a substitute for aesthetic 
theory, this is not in itself surprising.2 A close reading of these particular texts, however, 
produces a more differentiated view of what rhetoric might mean to those seeking to 
define historiography. Dionysius and Lucian are both concerned with the relationship 
between rhetoric and wider issues of moral and social education. But because rhetoric is 
not philosophy, but rather a system concerned above all with the formal qualities of 
spoken utterance, these moral issues become closely implicated with aesthetic concerns. 
More startlingly, they do so in each author in a significantly different way. The 
interweaving of moral and aesthetic may at first sight seem strange; we are accustomed 
to think of the aesthetic and the moral as operating in rather different spheres, at least 
when it comes to literary production. This enquiry will use the distinction between 
Dionysius and Lucian to draw attention to the historical development of our own 
distinctions between aesthetic, moral, and historical. In accordance with the principles 
of hermeneutic criticism, greater understanding of the origins of our own critical 
tradition will facilitate a more refined understanding of ancient theories. If rhetoric and 
history are in our minds opposed, how did they come to be so, when a cursory look at 
ancient historiography suggests that in antiquity they were not?3 A linear genealogy for 
so complex a process is impossible, but I suggest that, by explicating the differences 
between two ancient accounts, we can observe the prehistory of a way of thinking by 
which we are conditioned, and which makes particular demands upon our own responses 
to ancient ideas of rhetoric's role in historical writing. 

* I am extremely grateful to the Editor for encour- 
aging this article, as for the many constructive criti- 
cisms of the readers; also to Andrew Barker, Paul 
Cartledge, and Chris Pelling, who commented on 
drafts. I would never claim to be free from error, and 
apologize for those that remain, as for any obscurity. 

1 Dionysius, writing at Rome in the last decades 
B.C., discusses historiography both in the prologue to 
his own history, Roman Antiquities, and in various 
essays, most notably Thucydides and Letter to Pompe- 
ius. All are most accessible in Loeb editions. Lucian 
wrote How to Write History in A.D. i66; it too is 
available from Loeb, and is included in M. D. 
Macleod, Lucian. A Selection (199i). 

2 So most recently and most explicitly, S. Rebenich, 
'Historical prose', in S. E. Porter (ed.), Handbook of 
Classical Rhetoric in the Hellenistic Period (1997), 
265-337, who describes historians as following the 
trends of the rhetorical schools. R. W. Cape, 'Persuas- 

ive history: Roman rhetoric and historiography', in 
W. J. Dominik (ed.), Roman Eloquence (1997), 
212-28, discusses relevant issues. A. Michel, La 
parole et la beaute (1982) gives a survey of the aesthetic 
dimensions of rhetoric from antiquity to modernism, 
but ancient historians do not feature. Stimulating is 
E. Mattioli, 'Retorica ed estetica', in G. Fenocchio 
(ed.), Le ragioni della retorica (1986), 151-62. 

3 It is a commonplace of the critical literature that 
the interests of the historian and those of the rhetor- 
ician are incompatible. See e.g. A. J. Woodman, 
Rhetoric in Classical Historiography: Four Studies 
( 1988); E. Gabba, Dionysius and the History of Archaic 
Rome (1991), 74 (who confesses errors in his earlier 
attitude, but side-steps the problem); J. L. Moles, 
'Truth and untruth in Herodotus and Thucydides', 
in C. Gill and T. P. Wiseman (eds), Lies and Fiction 
in the Ancient World (I993), 88-121, I6ff. 
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To delineate more precisely the area of investigation, it will help to consider a 

quotation from Walter Benjamin. Benjamin's Theses on the Philosophy of History are a 
provocative text, helpful because in their insight they strike at the root of many modern 
conceptions of the nature and purpose of history. 

The true picture of the past flits by. The past can be seized only as an image which flashes 
up at the instant when it can be recognized and is never seen again. 

Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, p. 247 

These words convey a distinct idea of the relationship between the past and any potential 
historian. The historian is a viewer, the past a matter of images. Even in the form of an 
impossible ideal - the true picture - the reality of the past, its essence, is most 
naturally described in the form of an image.4 The impact of the image derives from its 
immediacy; it flashes out, only to vanish once more. Historical understanding takes the 
form of a moment of vision, of clairvoyance, in which the historian is able to perceive 
something that originates in history. Benjamin is writing metaphors, but such metaphors 
reveal preconceptions about how historians are thought to work. Specifically, the appeal 
to a quasi-visual moment of historical perception has the effect of diminishing the 
textual quality of the historian's work, of figuring the historian as something more like a 
prophet than a writer, and of emphasizing the sublime, as a spontaneous product of 
history, rather than as a sense of grandeur deliberately formed by argument.5 One of 
Benjamin's aims is the consolidation of historical thinking at the centre of modern 
identity, against his anxiety that modernism was leading to a politically dangerous form 
of blindness to historical specificity.6 Crucial to that identity is a notion of distinctness 
from the past, a past which can be seen in the imagination, but which, as an image, 
retains an integrity and remoteness which leave the historian with capturing and 
approximation as the most viable metaphors for writing about the past. 

Benjamin is also refining the notion of historical objectivity, but in a paradoxical 
fashion. On the one hand he works against the notion of scientific objectivity by stressing 
the necessity for imagination in historical understanding, but on the other he reinforces 
one central component in scientific thinking, the distinctness between the historical 
object and the observer or historian. Furthermore he draws attention to what is most 
important about this distinctness: the idea that a visual and aesthetic mode of perception 
is the most adequate one for describing the encounter with the past. Observation, 
objectivity, and looking to the past are all habits of mind which crystallize around one 
central idea: historical writing consists of the reproduction of mental images, images 
which emerge from the past in a process that is, vitally, inexplicable. 

The distinction between ancient historiography, steeped in rhetoric, and modern, 
non-rhetorical historiography reworks the same issues raised by Benjamin. Rhetorical 
historiography is the opposite of objective historiography, not through some accident or 
failure of development, but because the notion of objectivity demands a particular 
attitude towards the aesthetic qualities of historical writing. It supposes that history 
possesses an intangible core, a core of truth, and that this truth shines out from the past 
in a way that is beyond the realm of argument or dispute. In other words, the 
argumentative or persuasive impulses essential to rhetoric are bound to distort what is 
essential about history. Rhetorical historiography functions differently. The great legacy 
of ancient rhetorical theory is the exploration of how the formal qualities of language 

4 In the German the emphasis upon history's visual sublimation', in The Content of the Form (1987), 
quality is noticeably stronger: 'Das wahre Bild der 58-82. 
Vergangenheit huscht vorbei. Nur als Bild, das auf 6 For a masterful summary of Benjamin's position, 
Nimmerwiedersehen im Augenblick seiner Erk- see A. Schmidt, 'Walter Benjamin und die Frank- 
ennbarkeit eben aufblitzt, ist die Vergangenheit furter Schule', in R. Buchholz and J. A. Kruse (eds), 
festzuhalten', Schriften I (1955), 496. The emphatic Magnetisches Hingezogensein oder schaudernde Abwehr 
placing of the words at the start of the second (1994), 122-34. See too H. D. Kittsteiner, 'Walter 
sentence, and wiedersehen, aufblitzt, even Augenblick, Benjamins Historismus', in N. Bolz and B. Witte 
all reinforce history's visual quality. (eds), Passagen: Walter Benjamins Urgeschichte des 

5 On the role of the sublime in the evolution of the XIX Jahrhunderts (1984), 163-97; T. Docherty, 
modern discipline of history, see H. White, 'The Alterities (I996), 7-12. 

politics of historical interpretation: discipline and de- 



relate to the persuasive or moral demands of the occasion. The aesthetic and the moral 
constitute, in rhetorical thinking, a unity. With the notion of historical objectivity, that 
unity is subordinated to a notion that history can, or must, transcend rhetoric, by virtue 
of the particular mental processes by which the past is perceived. These demand, 
Benjamin suggests, a different kind of aesthetic, one particular to historical writing. 

In what follows, Dionysius of Halicarnassus' views on historical writing will be 
used to clarify what exactly is at stake in the rhetorician's interpretation of history.7 
Lucian's How to Write History presents a different set of arguments, one closer to 
modern understanding.8 The differences between them will be seen to reflect the 
concerns articulated by my reference to Benjamin, since they revolve around the 
relationship between history and aesthetics, as well as that between history and politics 
or a sense of moral purpose. The juxtaposition of two ancient views will enable us to go 
beyond the hackneyed opposition between ancient and modern, and to begin to move 
towards differentiation within ancient views on rhetoric. A further gain will be the 
awareness of the contingency of our own preconceptions, and of the necessity to think 
round them if we are to understand ancient historiography better. 

DIONYSIUS AND LUCIAN COMPARED 

A convenient way of summarizing Lucian's and Dionysius' views is to focus upon 
their implicit picture of the ideal historian.9 Both are emphatic that the historian's main 
concern will be truth, and his main purpose the utility of his work.10 To this end he will 
be concerned to verify his source material, and treat it in such a way that it appears to its 
best advantage; clarity is of great importance, so is the balance between different parts 
of the historical work.11 Stylistic excesses should be avoided; but history can admit an 
element of the poetic and the mythical so long as both contribute to the reader's 
edification.12 Lucian explicitly requires two qualities in his ideal: political understanding 
(or5v5cyt 7toTcolKil) and power of expression (65vaoctt pYirvUTtKtiKfl).13 This ideal historian 
is the cornerstone of both authors' criticisms of existing historical writing. Both are 
explicit about their aims: to educate their readers in the techniques of historical writing; 
to provide advice as to what should be imitated and what avoided in composing history; 
and to illustrate this advice with a variety of examples, analysed in varying degrees of 
detail for what they reveal about the stylistic or formal decisions of their authors.14 

7 Titles are abbreviated as in Liddell and Scott, 
Greek English Lexicon9. References to Dionysius are 
to the Loeb editions (1968 etc.); those to the critical 
essays (trans. Usher) include page references if neces- 
sary. Analysis of the relationship of Dionysius' vari- 
ous works of historical theory can be found in K. S. 
Sacks, 'Historiography in the rhetorical works of 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus', Athenaeum 6i (1983), 
41-67, and on his theories generally see Gabba, op. 
cit. (n. 3), 60-90; M. Fox, Roman Historical Myths 
(1996), esp. ch. 3. 

8 Unspecified references to Lucian are to 1-lcx 6?i 
'Iczopiov c(uyyp&bFtv, in the OCT, ed. M. D. 
Macleod, vol. 3 (I980), and include line references to 
that edition where necessary. The standard accounts 
of the work remain G. Avenarius, Lukians Schrift zur 
Geschichtschreibung (I958) and H. Homeyer, Lukian. 
wie Man Geschichte schreiben soll (I965). See too 
B. Baldwin, Studies in Lucian (1973), 75-95. 

9 On the wider context of ancient historians' self- 
definition, see J. Marincola, Authority and Tradition 
in Ancient Historiography (I 997); H. Strasburger, Die 
Wesensbestimmung der Geschichte durch die antike Ges- 
chischtschreibung (1966). 
10 See Ant.Rom. I.I; Th. 8; Hist.Conscr. 9, 11. 16-17; 

39, 11. I4ff. 

1 See Th. passim. At 9 Dionysius shifts from a 
general discussion of Thucydides' qualities to focus 
upon his organization of his material. Hist.Conscr. 34 
and 40-9 is where Lucian is most explicit about his 
ideal. Lucian is less concerned with style, but see 
46-7; 5 I. One of the central virtues for both authors 
is OCKpipla0 which must be understood as the clear 
expression of correctly selected material; see 
Hist.Conscr. 5 I; Ant.Rom 1.5.4. 
12 See Pomp.3, p. 384 where Dionysius refuses to 

apologize for referring to the ottflO8ctS (poetic cre- 
ations) of Herodotus and Thucydides; Th. 7 and 
Pomp. 6, pp. 392-4 both express Dionysius' indul- 
gence for historians who include mythical material. 
Hist.Conscr. 8 explicitly rules out poetic elements, 
defined as T6 C0oov Kai T1O EyKcitov; but advocates 
poetic grandeur for battle narrative, 45, and finally 
allows both for myth and personal praise or blame 
within very closely defined limits, 59-60. 

13 34. 
14 Th. I; Pomp. 3, p. 370; 6, p. 398; Hist.Conscr. 6. 

For the mock-serious aim of Lucian's prologue see 
R. B. Branham, Unruly Eloquence (i989), 56-7. Cf. 
C. P. Robinson, Lucian and his Influence in Europe 
(1979), 32. 
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There are, however, striking differences in tone, which can best be appreciated by a 
comparison of the role of polemic. Dionysius' writing maintains a high-minded style, 
even when he aggressively upholds his right to criticize Thucydides, in particular 
against the imagined elitism of those who regard him as the perfect historian. Lucian's 
work is humorous, and employs its polemic for an entertaining effect. The historians 
criticized by Dionysius are Herodotus and Thucydides; Lucian's main targets are 
obscure contemporaries writing accounts of Rome's wars in Parthia, while Herodotus, 
Thucydides, and Xenophon stand in the background as classics. The Parthian historians 
occupy a curious position.15 We can no longer verify their failings by referring to their 
writings, so their foibles seem all the more remarkable; the unnamed historian who 
expands a chance meeting of an ordinary horseman with a Syrian family taking a picnic, 
culminating in a visit to the fish market, as part of an account of the Battle of Europus, 
raises the phantom of a kind of social history which is unknown in surviving historical 
writing.16 

The triviality of Lucian's polemic can be explained, however, by a difference in one 
of his main theoretical interests. History should not, he insists, be written with one's 
eyes on the contemporary audience:17 

Kai X X0g ftiZXu5 CI; Kai (TpOV aKplt3;, &noSit3PCtv it} ci; Toig; vv &aKoUvTa; a&' k i; TOU5; iCETC 
TaCTra cUVCo!L0IVOu; roTi; cU7ypapCLaot1V. ?i 65 T6O tapauziKa T1t OepaTciUot, Trig TZ V KOXaKEUOVT6ov 

p?pi6oq EiKO6TO); av vojgtacOir, Oi3g Ti&XLt rf icTopia Kcai ? &aPXf; eu0i5; &MiccTpOatTO, o0D piov P 
KOgcCOTIKnJV fi YUDtvacXctKfq. (39-40) 

Altogether the one measure and yardstick is to look not at those now listening to the work, 
but to those who in the future will read your writings. Anyone who cultivates the present 
will be rightly regarded as a flatterer. History turned her back on them long ago, right from 
the start, no less than physical training did on make-up. 

History should aspire to become the Thucydidean KTCfic Eq & i.18 Lucian has adopted 
Thucydides' distinction between immediate listeners and future readers, but has 
expanded Thucydides' unspecific anxiety about competitiveness (he uses the word 
agonisma) into a more concrete account of how flattery works to distort. Lucian's 
comparison with gymnastics is just one of many examples where history is judged by 
the standards of a human body.19 In accordance with his Thucydidean aspirations, 
Lucian raises a series of points concerning the recording of recent events, and the greater 
theme of historical bias.20 He devotes considerable space to questions of flattery, and 
sets up a careful generic distinction between panegyric and history.21 The difference is 
based upon a difference in audience; panegyric is written with the contemporary world 
in view. It manifests its captivity to political expediency and popular appeal. History 
should not concern itself with the immediate; Alexander the Great is depicted throwing 
the obsequious writings of one historian into a river as a punishment for false flattery.22 
Ideal readers will not appreciate a work conditioned by anxiety over personal favour and 
the desire to flatter.23 In the final paragraph of the work, Lucian sums up his view: 

XpI Toivvv Kai dTiV ivcropiav OtCO Yiac (P p&9 a CV00 cv TO &Xr0Oi iL&ov tpoS Tzinv !XUouocav i2Ti66a 
ijz?p c(TV KoLaKEiCg nip6O TO6 fi Tzoi vOv 7xCatvoultvoi;. (63) 

So it is essential for history to be written in truth, with regard for future expectation rather 
than in flattery with regard to the delight of those being praised today. 

The conclusion confirms that flattery is understood as a concern for gratifying 
contemporary readers, possibly powerful ones, and that truth is to be found in history 
by thinking of the future rather than the present. 

15 See Baldwin, op. cit. (n. 8), 80-I. 20 On bias, see especially Hist.Conscr. 7; 13; 39-41; 16 28. 6i; 63. Cf. Dionysius, Th. 8. 
17 cf. esp. I2-I3; 63. 21 7. 
18 Lucian's spelling, 42, 1. 19; cf. 5, 1. i6; 6i. 22 I2. 
19 See below, pp. 87-9. 23 10. 



So, when earlier Lucian makes his clear theoretical distinction between panegyric 
and history, we can glimpse something of the rhetorical context.24 Like the other generic 
distinction, between the task of the orator and the task of the historian,25 the distinction 
between panegyric and history is based upon the envisaged reaction of the audience. It 
is not a distinction between texts to be read and texts to be heard, but rather between 
the different expectations of the same audience at a public performance or reading, or 
even between different reactions between the minority cognoscenti and the rest of the 
audience on the same occasion.26 The ideal audience to a history will anticipate the 
requirements of eternity. Like Alexander, they will recognize and repudiate what is 
obviously more than true. They will have in mind that other audience, the readers of a 
timeless posterity, and will judge history by their standards. Lucian assumes that 
history's audience will see through transparent attempts to distort events for political 
ends, and will not accept the same kinds of praise in history as it is accustomed to find in 
panegyric. It can perceive the different compositional requirements appropriate to 
different discourses.27 The only course open to the historian is thus to keep his eyes on 
eternity, and to adopt the critical standard which Lucian himself both presupposes and 
prescribes: a standard based around the respect for truth above all other concerns, and 
upon the clear and undistorted reflection of past events in the polished mirror which 
constitutes the writing of those events by the historian. The orator is different; his 
interest lies in swaying an audience of unselfconscious contemporaries. 

The place granted to historical accuracy in this theory gives a particular interpreta- 
tion to the role of history in political life, and political education. Political involvement 
seems to be equated with flattery and distortion, and history, if it is to be good history, 
must disengage itself from this entire area.28 The KTflta ?S &ti requires its readers to 
detach themselves from the concerns of their own day, and think of those in the future 
who may need the lessons of history, and will thus require it in a form not marred by the 
writer's own interests. There persists here an assumption that in appealing to an ideal 
posterity, Lucian is also appealing to an ideal vision of political activity, even if that 
ideal is only described negatively, in references to the pettiness of the actual political 
arena of his own day. Such an ideal cannot be understood exclusively in terms of an 
idealized future; it is also intended to work on present-day readers, so that taking 
posterity's view of history will grant them a clearer understanding of history's message, 
and prevent them wasting themselves on trivialities. You think of posterity when reading 
history in order to be able to appreciate the magnitude of the subject and its relevance 
for your own world. In this way the public reading of history functions to highlight the 
limitations and partiality of rhetorical performance, and in particular the false and 
restricted politics of panegyric against the standard of eternity which history should 
evoke.29 

The position of rhetoric in regard to history is very different in Dionysius. Rhetoric 
for Dionysius is the philosophical rhetoric of Isocrates. The public arena is the 
opportunity for the ideals of a classical education to be put into practice by great men in 
the pursuit of the highest ideals: political stability, cultural revival, the establishment of 
Greek participation in Roman political life.30 The audience of Dionysius is concerned 

24 io. 29 There is a reflection here of Lucian's own ambigu- 
25 io, and 53 on prologues: an orator's prologue ous political position. See S. Swain, Hellenism and 

should have three parts, the historian's two. Empire (I996), 3 2-29, and F. G. B. Millar, The 
26 i . Likewise T. Morgan, 'A good man skilled in Roman Near East 3iBC to AD337 (993), 454-56. A 

politics: Quintilian's political theory', in Y. L. Too similar context is carefully explored for Dio Chrysos- 
and N. Livingstone (eds), Pedagogy and Power (998), tom by T. Whitmarsh, 'Reading power in Roman 
245-62, 258-61, points out that Quintilian was Greece', in Too and Livingstone, op. cit. (n. 26), 
unconcerned about the different effects of reading or 192-213. 
listening. 30 See the preface to Oratt. Vett.; Isoc., passim; Ant. 
27 But generic boundaries, and the corresponding Rom. I.I-5. See T. Hidber, Das klassizistische Mani- 

expectations, vary: the veracity of Homer is used as fest des Dionys von Halicarnass. die praefatio zu "de 
an example for inappropriate use of mythologizing oratoribus veteribus" (I996). On the values of Isocrates 
praise: 40. himself, see Y. L. Too, The Rhetoric of Identity in 
28 For the question of bias, and the difference Isocrates (I995), esp. 205-21, and on the basic dual- 

between contemporary and ancient history, see T. J. istic quality of Isocrates' values, clearly passed on to 
Luce, 'Ancient views on the cause of bias in historical Dionysius, N. Livingstone, 'The voice of Isocrates', 
writing', Classical Philology 84 (1989), 16-31. in Too and Livingstone, op. cit. (n. 26), 263-81, 272. 
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only with the truth and effectiveness of the speaker's words, and Dionysius' brand of 
education consists in equipping the potential politician with an appropriately lofty 
conception of the standards of the best oratory; the reading of history is part of this same 
political education.31 History, then, contributes to a rhetorical training, but its readers 
are not differentiated. Whether past or present, whether for oratory or history, they 
remain members of the idealized community of the literate and educated. Knowledge 
about the past plays a colossal part in the education of the philosopher, orator, or 
statesman. But this is only one aspect of a wider conception of the purpose of reading 
and writing: the role of all literature is to edify and educate; and entertainment and the 
aesthetic effect are bound very closely to this high moral and political agenda. It is not 
just that political and moral concerns have a place within rheto. htoric. Rhetoric itself is an 
inseparable part of any attempt to exercise moral or political judgement. So when 
Dionysius applies technical criteria of rhetorical provenance equally to philosophical or 
historical writing, this is a sign not of his misconceptions of rhetoric or history, but of 
his very comprehensive vision of rhetoric's role in producing useful educative prose. 

Dionysius too is concerned with the detrimental effect of private political interest 
in historical writing; he is convinced that Thucydides' negative portrayal of Athens was 
a result of his envious grudge against his home city after his banishment, and so he 
shares with Lucian the notion that partiality leads to falsification.32 Like Lucian, he sees 
flattery or envy as the forces most inimical to good history.33 The ideal historian will be 
immune from such partiality. He has his eye upon eternity because he knows that his 
history will act as an account of his own soul to posterity.34 Furthermore, this morality 
will be conveyed by choices which he makes in composing his account, choices 
concerning the subject itself, then the language and the arrangement of material. When 
describing the choice of historical subject matter (6iurokoK;), Dionysius' main concern is 
the benefit and pleasure which that particular subject will bring to its readers and the 
sense of the moral worth of the hisorian which the choice of subject will convey.35 The 
past does not compel the historian to tell a particular story. Rather, it is the moral and 
political vision of the historian which will condition his choice of subject matter, and 
which is the abiding legacy of his history. Subjects which will be of no benefit to their 
readers Dionysius happily consigns to oblivion; the Peloponnesian War is his example. 
Lucian takes exactly the opposite view, and exculpates the historian for relating 
unpleasant or unpatriotic material.36 Dionysius' reasoning is that reading and writing 
serve to educate by example as well as by informing. Good historical prose, like good 
oratory, is a repository of fine ideas and noble phrases, which will help future orators or 
writers express themselves more skilfully, as well as providing a vision of what it means 
to be involved in the world's great events. Speeches in histories and real speeches in the 
orators can both act as an inspiration to those contemplating an active part in political 
life. Oratory and history have the same potential to influence future readers. The 
historian is involved in this process of education, and must look upon his work primarily 
in terms of the image of his morality, and the benefit which writing history can produce. 
For it is this, rather than reading about a particular set of historical events, which will 
determine his fate in the eyes of posterity. 

It is important to realize that the differences between Lucian and Dionysius emerge 
in part in the way in which they lay emphasis on different aspects of the same question. 
Regarding posterity, for example, both agree that the truth of history is its most 
important feature, and that it is this that necessitates attention to the future. But 
Dionysius stresses the historian's moral legacy and his value for future readers, where 
Lucian isolates the question of distortion and political bias. The theory is superficially 
the same, and in many of their utterances the two authors resemble each other; but read 
as a whole, their arguments produce rather different results. These divergences can be 
polarized by looking at the two writers' comments concerning rhetoric. Rhetoric in 

31 On Dionysius' audience, see C. Schultze, 'Dionys- 33 Th. 8. 
ius of Halicarnassus and his audience', in I. S. Moxon 34 Ant. Rom. 1.1.1. 
et al. (eds), Past Perspectives (I986), 121-41, and 35 Ant. Rom 1.1.2-3; Pomp. 3.372. 
Gabba, op. cit. (n. 3), 2 3-I6. 36 Hist.Conscr. 38, referring int. al. to the Sicilian 
32 Pomp 3.372; Th. 41, p. 590. expedition. 



Lucian is a sign of captivity to contemporary interests, but for Dionysius it is 
synonymous with education and participation in political activity. To take this 
distinction further, I shall examine the difference in attitude towards the aesthetic effect 
of history, and the consequences of this difference for their interpretation of history's 
political relevance. 

THE RHETORICAL AND THE POLITICAL IN DIONYSIUS 

For Dionysius, aesthetic questions are inextricably bound to the realm of the 
political and the moral, and his theoretical arguments repeatedly demonstrate this unity. 
He gives one very clear statement of his position when praising, after a substantial 
citation,37 Thucydides' account of the Battle of Syracuse. 

'Eltoi ICV 6Th TCUTaTT Kod T capcx7ilcnta otoDotO; &5tcO x flouV T? Kcd t1l"l(7?cO; e;(palVf, TTfV TE 
Lcy7acr7yopiacv 

TOU 
&v6p6; Kai TriV KcktXIkoyiav Kai TqTV 6E?v6OTrqTc Koi Ta&; Xok0tg a&perTq v TOUtot0 

T'oi0; pyoti; Z7C?i(o0rv T&hkoTO6tCT civt , TSKrlcIpO6tevoIq zt aa t A uZ TOcokT TO) yTvgiV tfi 7c; kco; 
7ysTaI, KOi OUTs TO ̀ .Xoyov TTi 6tCavoiac5 KplTt1plOV, ) rTsCcplcatsv &vTiak0pv6vsoaO T00V -6v fi coV 

O&vtlpCbv, OXoTzoptotat nipbO cait6 oiUT? TO6 oytKOV, (p' 
D o6 it0yt7 CKtt r6 ?v gKc)(TB rTeXV1 

KaOt6v. (Thuc. 27) 

This and narratives like it seemed to me admirable and worthy of imitation, and I was 
convinced that in such passages as these we have perfect examples of the historian's sublime 
eloquence, the beauty of his language, his rhetorical brilliance and his other virtues. I was 
led to this conclusion when I observed that this style of writing appeals to all minds alike, 
since it offends neither our irrational aesthetic faculty, which is our natural instrument for 
distinguishing the pleasant from the distateful, nor our reason, which enables us to judge 
individual technical excellence. (Trans. Usher) 

He envisages two mental faculties, one logical, aimed at recognizing the beautiful in its 
technical aspect, and the other, To iocoyov Tl; 61tavoiact Kptqlptpov ('thought's irrational 

ability to judge'), perhaps over-interpreted by Usher as 'irrational aesthetic faculty'. 
The difference between them concerns, however, only their different modes of 
responding to the aesthetic aspects of Thucydides' writing; you appreciate his technique 
rationally, and simultaneously you respond to it without reasoning. This response is 
achieved essentially by the sublimity of his words, by which any soul will be carried 
away. But the modern terminology of aesthetic fundamentally misrepresents Dionysius' 
intention. The formal qualities which can be recognized rationally are in no sense 
divorced from what Thucydides is saying. The grandeur and magnificence concern the 
whole narrative, not just the style. This is the reason for Dionysius' demarcation of 
faculties. Simply reading Thucydides' words will move you; if you analyse them you 
can see why. The treatment of the historical material is, as his whole analysis of 
Thucydides makes clear, as much a part of this effect as the particular words that are 
employed. So the distinction between two faculties is a distinction between two forms 
of response, rather than any dichotomy between subject matter and presentation. 
Rational judgement involves simply seeing how Thucydides achieves his effect. As is 
frequent in Dionysius' writings, criticism begins with the potential to emulate and 
imitate ('Eoioi itcv 67 TaCzTo... icta ifkXOu TC Kaci tt[tflGCO)C 4 )6?vr), which then leads on to a 
further degree of rational analysis. But in the initial attraction of the passage, any 
attempt to demarcate between moral, aesthetic, or historical is futile. The language of 
praise does not even allow a close distinction between the virtues of Thucydides the 
man and the technical virtues of his style: 

7 Th. 26 - Thucydides 7.69.4-72.1. 
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T?iV 'T? EyocXLYopiocv T'o6 &vbp6o K:od T'iV K0aXXiXLoyiav Kaci Tlv 6?ev6OTrzT Kai zT& &aaXX &apeT& ev 

To6'TOti Toi; ipyotg E7incirjv z'Xto&cCTaT; civat. 
I was convinced that the man's eloquence, the beauty of his language, his intensity and the 
other virtues are in such passages at their most perfect.38 

Virtues here may be predominantly stylistic, but all the criteria effect a blend of stylistic 
judgement and what can be thought of as a kind of moral criticism. 

It is the overlap between moral and stylistic criteria, and the concurrent failure to 
draw a clear line between historical subject matter and its expression, which causes 
modern readers of Dionysius most difficulty. The locus classicus for Dionysius' method 
is his treatment of Thucydides' Melian Dialogue.39 In criticizing Thucydides, Dionysius 
makes clear that no firm line is to be drawn between the ugly language of the dialogue, 
the historical inaccuracy of Thucydides' version of events, and the morally repugnant 
vision of Athenian imperialism which the dialogue evokes. Modern scholars need only 
point to this passage to illustrate the shortcomings of this kind of criticism, but although 
Dionysius clearly fails to appreciate what we appreciate in Thucydides, his dislike of the 
Melian Dialogue is only one particularly clear example of the otherwise widespread 
slippage between criticisms of Thucydides' language, of his compositional decisions, 
and of his moral aim. A further telling illustration can be found in Dionysius' criticisms 
of Thucydides' arrangement of his material. In choosing to start the war when he did, 
Dionysius argues, the negative effect of the war was exacerbated; a different starting 
point, and different endings, can make all the difference to the moral effect of a history.40 
There is nothing surprising in this overlap between the moral and the aesthetic; one 
only need think of the key term in much Greek criticism, to prepon, and observe the 
freedom with which it is employed, to understand that standards of critical propriety 
were defined by their insistence on the moral quality of aesthetic effects.41 Throughout 
his criticism, Dionysius is forthright in his unitary view of the moral and the aesthetic, 
and, as such, he is representative of a tradition which must be said to go back further 
than Plato.42 

Lucian's criticisms demonstrate a clear development, or divergence, from Dionys- 
ius' position.43 However, this divergence can be found in the implications of Lucian's 
images, in particular, his use of illustrative comparisons, rather than in his explicit 
theories. In other words it is by comparing how the two authors put their theories to 
work, and how they imagine the function of history, that the differences show up most 
clearly. We have already seen that the two authors have a different vision of history's 
relevance for contemporary political life. For Dionysius, politics and aesthetics are 
aspects of the same process, whereas for Lucian they emerge from different intellectual 
and moral decisions. It is my concern here to establish the relationship between Lucian's 
fastidious dissection of politics from rhetoric, and the manner in which he describes the 
aesthetic processes of historical writing. 

38 Note how Usher, by introducing the term rhetoric, 42 On Pre-Platonic ideas of stylistic morality, see 
also introduces a false distinction which is not present K. J. Dover, Aristophanes: Frogs (1991), 14-18, and 
in the Greek. His use of the term aesthetic earlier in more generally, G. Nagy, 'Early Greek views of poets 
the passage is likewise part of a characteristic misrep- and poetry', in G. Kennedy (ed.), The Cambridge 
resentation of Dionysius' position. See below, p. 91. History of Literary Criticism (1989), I-78, esp. 29-35 39 Th. 37-4I. For a fuller discussion, see Fox, op. cit. and 66-9; Y. L. Too, The Idea of Ancient Literary 
(n. 7), 63-74. Criticism (I998), 18-50. 

40 Th. I I and especially Pomp. 3.374. 43 To employ development as a term would suggest a 
41 As Dionysius says, nicdv ev k6yo7t &perTv r teleological change, possibly reflecting the changing 

KUpio)ToCTn TO6 TpgEov, Pomp. 3, which should be read conditions of the Greek intelligentsia under the 
in full awareness of the richness of the word k6yo;. Empire; to confirm such a view is beyond the scope of 
For to prepon, see M. Pohlenz, 'tz t npnov: ein Beitrag this paper, but it should be noted that Hermogenes, 
zur Geschichte des griechischen Geistes', Kleine Id. 404-13, treats historical writing in a way which 
Schriften i (1965), I00-39; G. Kennedy, The Art of closely recalls Dionysius. Hermogenes even includes 
Persuasion in Greece (1963), 67; 273ff.; M. Perniola, the historians in his discussion of the style appropriate 
'Retorica e decoro', in G. Fenocchio (ed.), Le ragioni to panegyric. 
della retorica (1986), I03-I2; A. C. Mitchell, 'The use 
of 7TpIEtiv and rhetorical propriety in Hebrews 2: I', 
Catholic Biblical Quarterly 54 (1992), 68I-701. 



MATTHEW FOX 

LUCIAN S AESTHETICS OF OBJECTIVITY 

Lucian anticipates the modern expectation that history should be objective most 
clearly in a passage where he compares the mind of a historian to a clear mirror, directly 
reflecting the events of the past. He continues this figurative exhortation in a long 
analogy, comparing the work of the historian to the work of famous sculptors, Phidias, 
Praxiteles, or Alcamenes. The passage gives a theoretical basis for other passages where 
Lucian exploits visual imagery. Before embarking on this analysis, it is worthwhile 
recalling Benjamin's images from the past. Lucian's interest in the visual, which comes 
across almost as an incidental feature of his rhetoric, can be read as the revelation of a 
coherent view of a kind of historical objectivity, which, like Benjamin's, finds easy 
expression in comparisons based on image and vision. Like Benjamin, Lucian exhorts 
his readers to see history. 

M6antila 6s KCakTOiTpO) C0KUiatV tceapaxoXeG6) Th7V yv)Irulv a&O6c) Kcai oTITTV) Kaxi aKpiP i TO 
KsVTpov KOai 6ooioa; av 6forTwat ts ,top(paq TOV pyov Taua Kcai 6KVT a , tKVo laTcr pcpopOV o6 i 
tXapaXpouV r ?T?pO6(X71OV iov oV. OV yapJp zoip TOI pjTOp7 ypapouoiv, aa T& a & ?v &Xrxon6- 
htaX EYTIV KaXi ?ipr gonTcai- tSEpaKTa( y7p h6idi- 6oi 6? ratl KaXi EitEiV autCr. orT o06 TCi Imeln. 

FriTTnT?ov way6oid 
' 

toe y0 eircoCtnv. oX`o 65, VOliCTTlOV TOV icrTopiaV GDy77ypapoVTa O 16ita Xpwaval 
ri I,padT?Xt i suopKpval ie 'AfKaouvia Tio ay t Kei vloV Ote6i yap O 6i E?KEiVOI Tpua6V i appyupov 

1 X?ca(PCXVTra ir ftV a`?)rqv ivrqv iERoiouv, ?Xk' t piV n6 irfpXe KaXi 7rpoir7iOp30p iTO 'HkdiOV ri 
'A6r|vaicwv ri 'Apytiov iE?optoiavowV, oi 6? ?iiXaTTOV O1vov Kai EipltOV TOV Fsec9Pavr K(ai cS0ov K(ai 
gKoXXCov Kai FppOOjUIov Kai nTiijvOI4ov TO Xpu5), Kai TOUTO #\v T| T?Xvr av cToi< Sq 6?OV 

oiKovoitCaTO(ao TTV Ui`&iV. (5 1) 

Let him bring above all a mind like a mirror, clear, gleaming, and sharply focused and 
whatever shapes he receives of events, show them as they are, not distorted or changed in 
colour or differently arranged. For they do not write like orators; what is to be written exists, 
and will speak for itself, for it has already happened. They must arrange and say it. So they 
must not look for what to say, but how to say it. All in all, we must consider the composer of 
history to be of necessity like Pheidias or Praxiteles or Alcamenes or another of those men. 
For in no way did they either make the gold, silver, ivory or other material. It was already 
there, and supplied as a foundation by the Eleans, Athenians, or Argives. They only shaped 
it, and sawed the ivory, smoothed it, glued it, and arranged and embellished it with gold. 
And this was their art; to dispose of the material as was necessary. 

The logic seems faulty; the argument should run: the sculptor sticks as closely as 

possible to the model that is before him. But Lucian has become entangled in his own 

imagery, and instead of representing sculpture as a mimetic art, in which the model is 
reproduced in w the same way that the historian reworks the past, he confines himself to 

discussing the actual physical material from which the al al ate sculpture is fashioned. Whether 
gold or ivory, the central point of the argument is that this material was always 
something provided for him, ready to finish off, by whichever city had commissioned 
him. The analogy rests upon the idea that the sculptor has his material ready-made, and 
likewise the historian need only polish up the past. In comparing the past to the fabric 
of the sculpture, and in failing to take account of its subject matter, Lucian is guilty of 
an incomplete analogy. The sculpture could be the representation of anything at all, but 
Lucian does not concern himself with its subject, he simply envisages the finished work 
as an end in itself.44 It is a strange use of a comparison with art; one might expect some 
kind of ecphrasis, the detailed description of a particular specimen. But the real mystery 
is why the final appearance which Lucian envisages as the aim of the sculptor's art is 

wholly limited to the evocation of the formal qualities of arrangement and polish. We 

anticipate, especially given the image of the historian as a mirror, that these qualities 

44 As the analogy progresses, it becomes clear that model, and as such had no external point of reference, 
Lucian is envisaging a chryselephantine sculpture; although, given ubiquitous divine anthropomorph- 
perhaps a sculpture of a divinity did not require a ism, Lucian's lack of interest in a model is striking. 
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will be applied with reference to some other external object, the figure which the 
sculpture represents, and which will be clearly and successfully rendered by his efforts. 
The gold does not come ready-made in the form of a person. Only two stages are 
envisaged: the raw material and the polished final product. We would expect three: the 
model, or the idea for the sculpture; the raw material; and the technical rendition of one 
into the other. 

The sloppiness of Lucian's logic is a manifestation of the tension inherent in trying 
to keep orators separate from historians. The distinction lies in the area of inventio, 
heuresis. Historians are demarcated from orators because their material already exists, it 
does not need to be invented. This point is clear enough, but in extending it Lucian's 
argument raises more questions than it answers. His statement: T& O tV EXyOir6COeVvc iicmv 
KcCi Eiplo7?Tca. tizspaKTaI, yap f65rl (what is to be written exists, and will speak for itself, for 
it has already happened) reinforces the difference between rhetoric and history, but 
provides no clue what this 'speaking for itself' really means. The result is a confusion, 
since, as the argument progresses, Lucian starts again to employ the standard rhetorical 
vocabulary: 6Ei 6s TOctoC Kc Ei tneiv acuz t (it is necessary to arrange and say it). We are 
dealing here with taxis, dispositio, the rhetorical arrangement of arguments in a 
persuasive or logical sequence; and lexis, elocutio, or style, the use of appropriate and 
effective language. Even oikonomeisthai is a synonym for taxis in rhetorical theory.45 
These rhetorical techniques seem to be inescapable. In spite of his exhortatory tone, his 
contention that history is different from oratory, and his baffling suggestion that history 
should operate without mimesis, the technical language is that of the rhetoricians, and it 
is impossible to unravel the image of a process of historical reproduction which is 
supposed to go beyond rhetoric. 

In the modern repudiation of rhetoric in history, it is the historian's research into 
his sources that extricates him from rhetorical processes.46 Briefly, just before the 
sculptural analogy, Lucian does discuss the investigation into events which the historian 
must carry out. He will investigate eye-witnesses, gain as full as possible a view of what 
actually occurred, and then make a written account of it: 

Kai EcitSa6v aOpoicri &icavta T tZ rdTXeirTa, icp0za cIev 6i)r6.LvrjLa It DVUi(pCIVI ETO OUOV Kai oC0ca 
cotcEizo aKakicq EiTt Kcai &ip9pocpTOv. (48) 

And when he has gathered all the material, or most of it, first let him weave together a 
memoir of them and make a body still without beauty and articulation. 

Like the sculptor's lump of metal, an image which seems to be foreshadowed here, the 
vague hypomnema (really an aide memoire) lacks any aesthetic qualities. These are added 
as the historian works up his material. Central to the way in which Lucian's thinking 
functions, we are not given any clear idea about the provenance of these aesthetic 
features as they are entirely subordinate to the hard core of fact which the historian has 
put together, dressing on the body of history. It is possible that he envisages them 
emerging organically from the events themselves. After allowing the historian to have 
recourse to the standard rhetorical techniques,47 Lucian distracts us with a simile, 
comparing the historian to Homer's Zeus, an omniscient omnipresent observer. He can 
see everything that happened, and changes of scene or pace in his history will be 
responses to the actual events on the ground. He need only do the right kind of looking 
for the material to present itself in the best possible arrangement. It is an analogy that 
once again stresses the clairvoyance of the historian as purveyor of truth, untroubled by 
the exact theoretical basis upon which his aesthetic decisions are to be made. Both this 

45 So Dionysius, Th. 9. See B. Cardauns, 'Zum (i987), 1-25, for an examination of the notion that 
Begriff der "oeconomia" in der lateinischen Rhetorik there is a minimal pre-narrative element in chronicle. 
und Dichtungskritik', in T. Stemmler (ed.), Okono- For Lucian on chronicle, see I6. 
mie: sprachliche und literarische Aspekte eines 2000 47 These techniques are emphatically expressed as 
Jahre alten Begriffs (1985), Io (cited by W. Wuellner additions: C?tOc?i TrlV tOitv Et0cyToCO T6 K)o.k0o Kai 
in Porter, op. cit. (n. 2), 51-2). XP)oVVUTO) KOCi cXrtcLaTieTO) Kai pU909tCTO) (48) (adding 
46 See H. White, 'The value of narrativity in the arrangement, let him introduce beauty and add colour 

representation of reality', in The Content of the Form and shape it and give it rhythm). 



analogy and that of the sculptor reinforce the notion that the aesthetic realm is a kind of 
supplement to the process of historical understanding, and that the rendition of history 
into writing, while being amenable to description in terms of rhetorical techniques, 
presupposes an absolute demarcation between history and its dressing, the rhetorical 
techniques which make it attractive.48 

So unlike Dionysius, Lucian draws clear limits to the realm of literary technique.49 
He is explicit about the technical considerations which a good historian should observe. 
These include careful selection of material and, above all, the stylistic and structural 
lucidity which enable the truth to shine forth most clearly. But inventio is forbidden 
territory. For the orator, inventio means finding the best arguments to suit the case in 
hand. Lucian concedes that the historian needs zetesis in the initial choice of subject 
matter, but, once he has made his choice, he has no further freedom to select his method 
of elaboration. He is restricted solely to making his words sound good.50 This is 
essentially a limitation upon the formal nature of historical writing. Such writing will 
always have a transcendental point of reference, the historian's knowledge of the past, 
which comes from within and which is beyond any technical definition. It is also, 
crucially, beyond what Lucian understands as the motivations of the orator: persua- 
sion,51 partiality, the need to put across a particular argument in order to make a case, 
the whole science of inventio which was so important in rhetorical theory. The 
expression of this inner truth is different from the compositional process of oratory or 
poetry, which, in Lucian's account, assumes that free invention is possible. Of course, 
for most ancient orators, including Dionysius, and for poets working in a rhetorical 
tradition inventio did not mean inventing, but rather, explicating the potential for 
elaboration inherent in their choice of subject.52 But Lucian here sets himself against 
such a definition of inventio, and insists that historians differ from orators and poets 
precisely because there is no room for this kind of flexibility. For Lucian, the writer of 
history is constrained simply to mediate what he knows. 

The absence of a properly imitative theory of historical writing has two main 
ramifications for the way in which the aesthetics of historical writing are represented in 
the essay. Many of Lucian's cavils against contemporary writers suggest that what he is 
criticizing is the failure of vision of the particular historian. There is a congruency 
between the criticisms of particular historians and the picture of the ideal historian in 
chapters 33ff. Most importantly, this congruency is found in those historians who are 
too tied up in their own desire for personal glory or favour.53 The failings of their 
histories are directly connected to a personal short-sightedness, to a misconception of 
the appropriate status and significance of historical writing itself. Compositional faults 
mostly mean inclusion of the wrong kind of material, treated on an inappropriate scale.54 

48 An interesting point of comparison is R. Barthes' 
essay from I967, 'Le discours de l'histoire', reprinted 
in Le Bruissement de la langue. essais critiques IV 
(I993), I63-77 (translated as The Rustle of Language 
(1986)). His account of how historiography produces 
a version of the past is remarkably reminiscent of 
Lucian's. Historical texts work by disavowing their 
linguistic basis, by claiming to reproduce the past 
directly, although with certain markers which signify 
the labour of the historian and his sources, so that 
'l'histoire semble se raconter toute seule' (168). Inter- 
estingly, in his related essay 'L'effet de reel', ibid., 
I79-87, he sustains the conventional view that this 
was a modern rather than an ancient phenomenon, 
antiquity characterized as generally content with 
vraisemblance (i86). I suggest below that we can take 
Lucian as a significant exception to this trend, and a 
pre-echo of the modern way of thinking. 
49 At 35 Lucian asks 'AXk& rc6u TO zTlf T?XVTK KOi TO 

T; cyup3pou)klS Xpricytiov (but what is the role of 
technique and advice?), suggesting indeed that his 

version of the ideal historian depends upon personal 
qualities much more than upon technique. 
50 Woodman, op. cit. (n. 3), 83-9 (cf. 203-4) exam- 

ines the res/verba distinction in Cicero and Quintilian, 
while B. Vickers, In Defence of Rhetoric (1989), 38, 
points out that the division of Quintilian's work into 
inventio and elocutio enacts that same distinction. 
Lucian's view approximates Woodman's claim that 
inventio is not what we expect from a historian. 
Clearly for Cicero and Quintilian, as for Dionysius, 
there was no theoretical contradiction between histor- 
ical research and inventio. 
51 Plutarch's appeal to Peitho at the opening of 

malign. Herod. (855A) implies, albeit extremely 
briefly, a similar relationship between rhetorical inter- 
ests and personal bias. 

52 See Vickers, op. cit. (n. 50), 26-7, 62-3; M. Heath, 
'Invention', in Porter, op. cit. (n. 2), 89-1 I9. 
53 See 12; 13; 17; 40- 
54 20-3. 
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These historians are guilty of the wrong kind of vision of the past.55 Dionysius, by 
contrast, derives Thucydides' failings, like his virtues, from a synthesis of formal, 
stylistic, and moral qualities. 

A second corollary of the absence of a theory of mimesis is the idiosyncratic status of 
the formal qualities which historical writing possesses. I mean by this the way in which 
the external attributes are evaluated in Lucian's criticism, what standards he applies to 
make criticisms of form, and what his critical vocabulary reveals about the nature of 
historical writing. For Dionysius formal attributes are always closely connected with 
the kinds of arguments which the historian is putting across. The propriety or suitability 
of arguments to the occasion is the recurrent standard. In Lucian, however, the aesthetic 
quality of historical writing is envisaged as something distinct from any of its other 
qualities; there is an external aesthetic dimension which you can either apply or not, 
affecting not the rendition of the past as such, only its appearance. Unlike Dionysius, 
Lucian develops a way of evaluating historical writing that focuses primarily upon its 
formal shortcomings. In the process, a new kind of critical language emerges, consisting 
to a large extent of images which appeal to his readers' erotic or bodily sensibilities. 

In tackling the question of the conflict between utility and pleasure in history, 
Lucian states clearly that history exists only for utility; pleasure is an incidental 
embellishment, just like good looks in an athlete: 

eV y&np CiPyOV io(opi0t Ka1 thT04, r6 XPiGtjsov, b-n&p ?K -coiO &XrXOoO; g6vou cuV6Cy6tXi. u6 Tcpiv6v 
6iR , .4ClVOV gtV it KO1 aIOTO LcLpOKoXouOfGlcYV, "OXICCEP Kaxi Krc&XO &Okqti- ci 6& g.u, oi6&v KoAX6yCFt 

&cp' OHpoSKXo ycvtOcn NtKdcr pouov c6v 'Ioi66dou, ycvv&6C6v `vTOx Koti T(OV 1vtc7O)vtoIv 
EKc5CgpwV &?LX'KtgcTP&o, Vi El it WT oC(V 0RU rtUTO; 0q0fvaCx et'l crj v 0i]tv, 'AXoKaio 6io 6t o KcA 6 
Mt)ficYot; avTacy(ovi1otro oL5r), Ko1 ci`p6scvo;, do; ypCXo, -cZo NMKOcYp&CTOU (OV. KXi ToLvuv fl iGTOpiot, 
Ei g~V 0i5Xo) T6 TcpEtv6v TCpcJFPTop6CUTto, Ito?Xo0S iv Tco0u; FpOCCTo'c iai7xcT3r6cCtto, otxpt 6' C'v KOl 
.t6vov KX1j TO i6tov &'VTZX9; - XCyO & TfV TTq ctio( 6flXO Ytv - WhXiov TOO K6tXkout (ppovttti. 

(9) 

History has one task and aim, what is useful, which comes only from the truth. Pleasure is 
better if it comes of its own accord, like beauty in an athlete. If it isn't there, there is nothing 
to stop Nicostratus, Isidotos' son, from becoming a champion (lit, a descendant of Heracles), 
a man of good birth and braver than either of his rivals, just because he is ugly to look at, 
even if his opponent is the beautiful Alcaeus of Miletus (the object, it is said, of Nicostratus' 
love). History is the same; if she takes up a second trade in pleasure, she can attract many 
lovers, but as long as she is devoted to her own, I mean the demonstration of truth, she will 
pay little heed to beauty. 

Again appealing to the far-sightedness of history's ideal audience, he concludes by 
comparing the attempt to curry pleasure in the audience to the feminization of Heracles: 

ijv 6i: 7cYL tKCLVOV fl60VT1 ~tipOC tO jerpiou Tiv icvcopixcv P65o0t Ko1i ?iccivol; Kodi Xtij 
OtcsiQr, rcT&Xyv aiv 6toicsv Cx5T"lv FScpy&icrcycto 

t4 iv AD6i0 'HpCoKXci. 6O')pocKVo11 yop cy inou diKx6 
ycypocggvoov, Tfi 'OitpcsX 6ooXu0ovTO, Ccvu &V WIXXKOTOV CYKCO`lV 1TCDCCTucgVOV, 6K&iVflV C1V TOV 
X~ov-ccx alotou iLc1PEPlj3c cV~ Kcxi -c6 ~t5?.ov iv -~ Xctpi ii oucxv, 

' 
bHpcxK2goc 6fiOv oUnTv. OWTOv 

6i tw KPOK(OTC) KOCI lLop(pDpi6t EpPX c Livovro KcLi TIiOxoiCgvov wro Trl `OJ(p&Xrkj tlq cToLv6ocki(p. KodL't 
O9Ccstcx lt'CYXtzTOV, OCECTO)7C fl ZC7o07l TOD CY(OJ.OXTOg K5t 'ifl tppocYlltvotoxy KOXl TOO 06oi Tu6 &'v6pdP66 
&a(yX,qi6voq KOCTOCOr1Ovuvo,cvov. (0 a) 

But if you are careless of these people (i.e. the good historical audience), and sweeten history 
beyond the right measure with stories and praise and other flattery, you would very quickly 
work it up to be like Heracles in Lydia. It's likely you have seen a picture of him, enslaved to 
Omphale, and dressed up quite absurdly. She is draped in his lion-skin and holds his club 
like some kind of Heraclette; he, in yellow and purple, is carding wool and being spanked by 
Omphale with a little sandal. It is a disgusting sight, the clothes hanging off his body and not 
fitting properly, and the manhood of the god disgracefully feminized. 

55 24 presents the transition from stylistic to factual ments of criticism for erroneous vision resulting from 
errors; and in 25 Lucian applies the standard of ignorance and lack of reading. The ideal historian is 
probability to accounts which he believes are exag- experienced: 37. 
gerations and distortions. 27 and 32 are clear state- 



This whole section depends for its effect upon the paradoxical appeal of gender 
distortion. Lucian develops an image used slightly earlier of a rugged and powerful 
athlete covered in make-up and wearing a dress.56 Here the good-looking athlete is 
unobtrusively transformed into the allegory of history, personified as an alluring 
woman. Her attractiveness leads to an undiscriminating horde of lovers; the next stage 
in the argument, that one must not cultivate the rabble, is implicitly anticipated in the 
image of History cultivating her beauty instead of concentrating on truth. Heracles 
enslaved to Omphale is a further extension; his feminization is distasteful; and Lucian 
moves in the next section to an argument concerning proper proportion and structure. 
The appeal to the visual representation of Heracles and Omphale is clear evidence for 
the ambiguity which was central to the popularity of these images.57 Lucian's wider 
argument clarifies something essential to them: Heracles never loses the physical 
attribute of muscularity; his body remains archetypally male. It is the external attributes, 
the clothing or spinning accessories, which signal his feminization. Lucian's complaint 
is that the clothes themselves demean by their peculiar relation to the body beneath; 
they stand off the body, are not close-fitting, thus drawing attention to their own 
inappropriateness and absurdity. The conventional vision of Heracles is of the god 
naked in his masculinity, and masculine in his nakedness.58 He is feminized by situation 
rather than in identity.59 The double meaning of croXn,16vov ; is revealing; Heracles' 
feminization is at once disgraceful and ill-shaped. 

So at a deeper level, the superficial feminization of Heracles shows us how great is 
the independence of the aesthetic from the real being of history, here allegorized as the 
physical body, first that of the athlete, then that of Heracles. And there are other echoes 
of the physical integrity of proper history in other images; in the comparison of Lucian's 
theoretical endeavours to the work of the athletic trainers;60 in the image of a body with 
a head that does not match it, like the head of the colossus of Rhodes on the body of a 
dwarf, or the golden helmet combined with pigskin shield;61 those who admire the 
footstool of the statue of Olympian Zeus rather than the sculpture itself;62 the ill-shaped 
men, and particularly women, who ask a painter to make them better looking.63 The 
first, and strangest, of these examples is that of history compared to the trachea: history 
can no more tolerate incidental or occasional falsehood than the trachea can tolerate 
anything swallowed down it.64 The revulsion of choking is a potent symbol of the 
physical integrity of ideal history, and its incapacity to incorporate any alien element. 

All of these passages evoke a physical presence for history which transcends any 
superficial formal or aesthetic qualities. History acquires from such images the character 
of the hard core; it has an existence which the historian must do his best to put across, 
but his competence does not extend beyond the clear rendition of this hard core. 
Although related, this is clearly something different from the insistence in rhetorical 
theory that discourse should display enargeia, vividness.65 Rather than being simply a 
question of describing events so that they convey what is essential to them most 
effectively, Lucian here is attributing to historical events themselves a quality which 
will determine the nature of their expression. This is made clear if we remember the 

56 8. lance between Horace's grandiose prologue producing 
57 See F. Brommer, Herakles II. Die unkanonischen a mouse, and the hyperbolic prologue of Hist. Conscr. 

Taten des Helden (1984) and Lexicon Iconographicum 23. Perhaps Lucian knew his Horace, or perhaps the 
Mythologiae Classicae, s.v. 'Omphale'. resemblance is no more than a manifestation of an 

58 We must distinguish here between the lion-skin established comic trope. On Lucian's Latin, see 
and other clothes. See M. Fox, 'Transvestite Hercules Swain, op. cit. (n. 29), 319 n. 75. 
at Rome', in R. Cleminson and M. Allison (eds), In/ 62 27. 
visibility: Gender and Representation in a European 63 13. 
Context. Interface 3 (I998), 1-22, esp. Io-I I. 64 7,11. 5-7. 
59 The same polarity between physical essence and 65 On enargeia see Brink, op. cit. (n. 6i), 246; D. P. 

external attribute can be found in earlier literary Fowler, 'Narrate and describe: the problem of ekphr- 
representations of Heracles. See N. Loraux, asis', JRS 8i (I99i), 25-35, esp. 26-7; J. Elsner, Art 
'Herakles: the super-male and the feminine', in D. M. and the Roman Viewer (1995), 25-8; R. Webb, 'Poetry 
Halperin et al. (eds), Before Sexuality (I990), 21-52. and rhetoric', in Porter, op. cit. (n. 2), 339-69, 344-5. 
60 35- This material is rhetorical and poetic. Compare the 
61 

23. Such images of incongruity recall the opening absence of explicit discussion of enargeia where one 
of Horace, Ars Poetica. C. O. Brink, Horace on Poetry. might expect it (re the Polybian tradition of autopsy) 
The Ars Poetica (I97I), 246, points out the resemb- in Marincola, op. cit. (n. 9), 79-81. 
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moment where Lucian discusses the historian's gathering of evidence.66 The facts 
themselves are there, and they do need careful treatment to become a narrative, but 
already in the rough draft they form a distinct body, Cotocl, still malleable, but bearing 
the essentials of its final version in itself. Lucian's reference to the addition of polish 
repeatedly shies away from the conclusion that we can detect in Dionysius, that style 
and content operate together, and insists that tpaynTocras must first be arranged, then 
subjected to beautification. Lucian even has praise for the bare chronicle of the army 
surgeon turned historian, who can be criticized for pomposity, but whose wholly bare 
narrative at least provides the necessary facts.7 Examples of incompetent practice are 
demonstrations of what to avoid; essentially the inappropriate indulgence in stylistic 
pretension, occluding the true value of history. 

The distinction between style and content reinforces the dominance of the latter 
over the former, a dominance which is central to the work of a good historian. 
Furthermore, in choosing images that depend for their appe a al upon his reader's sense of 
their own bodily integrity, and the stability of their preconceptions about appropriate 
gender positions, Lucian provides for his sense of the aesthetic a kind of moral basis 
which in Dionysius is provided by a more direct connection between rhetorical and 
moral intention. With the attempt to wrest history from the clutches of rhetoric comes 
the threat of a gap between moral decisions and aesthetic ones. To close this gap, Lucian 
has recourse to a different range of moral values, derived from images of personal 
identity, which can imbue his newly liberated focus on the aesthetic with the same kind 
of moral dimension that it possessed in Dionysius' more integrated vision of rhetoric 
and aesthetics. Instead of a sense of moral purpose derived from the expectation of 
political consensus, Lucian combines cynicism about politics with a new source for 
moral indignation by appealing to his readers' personal erotic or gender identity, rather 
than their political identity. Sexual preconceptions have taken the place of political ones 
in the desire to enforce a sense of order for aesthetic qualities that have been divorced 
from their central place in the production of knowledge. 

LUCIAN OR DIONYSIUS? THE HERMENEUTICS OF RHETORICAL HISTORY 

The differences between Lucian and Dionysius point to two interesting generalities: 
(i) The writers differ on what history itself consists of. For Lucian, it is a transcendental 
object, something external to the worlds of writing and of political activity. It will live 
in the works of particularly clear-minded historians who exist to perpetuate it, and in 
the minds of the few cognoscenti who can achieve the appropriate balance between 
idealism, detachment, and political participation. To Dionysius, history is made by 
those who write it. Its effect is dependent upon the historian finding the appropriate 
means to make it work. The past clearly can be distorted, it can clearly be falsified. But 
falsification will be the result of a moral as much as a factual error, a failure of moral 
vision rather than of the idealized physical vision of Lucian's Zeus-like historian. The 
good historian will know, because of his right sense of the meaning of his work and of 
the significance of the past, how an event should be conveyed. But there is no sense in 
Dionysius that a ready-organized piece of the past is simply waiting for the historian to 
transmit it to his readers. In Dionysius, the effect of bad historical writing is not just to 
distort the past; it is to be morally detrimental in the process. Bad history for Lucian 
involves looking in the wrong way at what has occurred. (ii) Between Dionysius and 
Lucian, the aesthetic has become divorced from an integrated position in the centre of 
cultural life, and history too has gone the same way. The writing of history is assumed 
by Lucian to be interchangeable with the reporting of recent events; although no 

66 47 cf. ? 6. style as a hallmark of the good historian was familiar. 
67 i6. Compare Brutus' praise of Caesar's naked style See references collected by Marincola, op. cit. (n. 9), 

in Cicero, Brutus 75.262. It is noteworthy that Brutus 10, n. 42. 
is the speaker here, but the notion of the unadorned 



emphasis is laid upon it, the whole work is concerned with contemporary history. 
Dionysius assumes a continuity between all kinds of historical writing. For Dionysius 
history is a source of political and moral inspiration, and its aesthetic effect empowers 
its utility. The utility of history is not really defined by Lucian, and benefit for readers 
is not explored. 

To clarify these differences, it is useful to reflect on the development in the 
conception of the status and function of history in the modern period. In his account of 
the Geisteswissenschaften (Humanities), Gadamer described how the social and moral 
worth ascribed to the study of the past in the wake of the Renaissance gradually 
diminished in the face of the development of science. Whereas history was an integral 
part of understanding man's social and political function in, say, the writings of Vico 
and Shaftesbury, it came later on to be limited in social relevance through a changed 
evaluation of the aesthetic, in its application to art, but also to literature and its academic 
study. History, mediated as it was doomed to be by writing, became increasingly 
marginal as a form of knowledge as the natural sciences gained ground. The apparent 
immunity of scientific experiment from any kind of political, rhetorical, or literary 
context resulted in the creation of a different ideal of knowledge. It was one in which 
social realities started to seem transient and contingent. This transience generated a 
corresponding vision of how meaningand truth could be demarcated from questions of 
beauty and perception. Crassly put, the latter were characteristic of human phenomena, 
the former of scientific. Aesthetic experience became isolated from the social world, 
becoming a subjective sensation lacking significance for the wider realm of human 
affairs. The subjectification of the aesthetic defined literary or artistic experience in 
terms of the individual, rather than in terms of politics or morality, and likewise if 
aesthetic experience conveyed a truth, it was truth of a different category to the truths 
which constituted knowledge.68 The theory was given its most exhaustive elaboration 
by Kant, and it is clear that the effects of this subjectification, and its enshrinement in 
Romanticism, are very much a part of enduring beliefs in the practical uselessness of 
aesthetic experience, of the anti-social individualism associated with creative genius, 
and, most crucially, the irrelevance of the academic study of literature or history for 
participation in public life. A corollary was the emergence, from the nineteenth century 
onwards, of new academic disciplines that re-appropriated the prestige of natural 
science for the study of human processes: sociology, anthropology, linguistics, and of 
course history. 

It is the last of these that concerns us most, for it is in the aspiration of history to 
approximate scientific methods that the polarity between history and rhetoric became 
instantiated. This polarity rests on the notion that the literary qualities of historical 
writing are less important than the research methods practised by historians. By the 
establishment of this simple hierarchy, rhetoric requires special defence if it is to be 
accepted as integral to historiography.69 With the development of history as an academic 
discipline, rhetoric became something like the Freudian 'repressed'. Rhetoric excites 
resistance among practising historians, but repression pays off if the organism can 
function, and within the academy successful function is measured by the aspiration 
within the humanities to a model of method and social relevance which characterize 
science. Only by acquiring some of science's prestige can the study of literature or the 
past be relevant to social or political issues. Aesthetic experience, literary response, 
rhetorical performance all belong to a different realm both from scientific truths, and 
from political or academic power, even if, in the late twentieth century, these paradigms 
were subject to pressure and modification. 

We can detect a prelude to the eighteenth-century shift in the difference between 
Dionysius and Lucian. The aesthetic in Lucian is clearly demarcated. Although 
explored through images rather than theories, the contribution of aesthetics to the moral 
or political value of history is negligible. By contrast, in Dionysius aesthetic judgement 

68 H.-G. Gadamer, Wahrheit und Methode6 (1990), 69 That defence is conventionally seen as beginning 
47-87. See also T. Eagleton, The Ideology of the with H. White, Metahistory (1973), a work whose 
Aesthetic (I990), 70-II. reception and influence have been very varied. 
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merges seamlessly with moral judgement, and the moral value of the historical account 
can only be distinguished from the historical value by the most careful distortions of 
Dionysius' writing. In Lucian we find a convoluted relationship between the past, 
politics, and an aesthetic sense. The offence that bad history causes Lucian's reader is 
not offence to his political or social conscience, but rather to his feeling of aesthetic 
propriety, allowing judgement to be passed on historians, but leaving the value of the 
past itself undamaged. A unitary response to history is replaced by a literary response to 
an account of the past and political response to history itself. In insisting on the past as 
an object of transcendence, something with wi a true and objective nature, Lucian limits 
its social function. He defines history as the transformation of the present into something 
which future generations may in some nebulous way find useful, but neglects the past as 
an educational and moral resource. He privileges contemporary history, and methods of 
historical production, over the processes of reading and evaluation, and resorts to images 
rather than arguments to secure an anchorage for his aesthetic evaluations. Thereby he 
provides an interpretation of history, and essentially too a reading of Thucydides, which 
foreshadows the drive for objectivity in historical study in our own times. It is an 
objectivity predicated upon minimizing the role of the historian.70 This drive is 
accompanied, then as now, by the as o separation of knowledge and aesthetics, of saying 
what you know from how you say it, and by a moderation and containment of history's 
capacity to explore political and moral dilemmas. Lucian's claim that history speaks for 
itself produces a defining interpretation of its aesthetic potential; as Benjamin suggests, 
history can appeal to mental vision, but this is a matter of momentary illumination 
which elides the notion of artifice, and leaves the relationship between history and the 
historian opaque.71 Venturing a perilous generalization, I suggest that a similar opacity 
characterizes the workings of modern historians. Dionysius does not draw the 
distinctions between readers, writers, historians, and political-doers which are necessary 
for either Lucian's analysis or modern conceptions of historical study. All have the 
potential to participate in the world of politics, rhetoric, and education. 

Is Lucian's greater emphasis on the response of the individual part of a larger 
historical process? There is a strong similarity between his insistence on history's core 
lying beyond rhetoric and the theory of sublimity in [Longinus], a figure whose 
prefiguration of Romantic theory is more widely recognized.72 Both writers appeal to a 
form of literary expression that, so far as it is able, seeks to transcend the terminology of 
rhetoric. Both install an aesthetic sense of literary propriety as a supplement to the scope 
of rhetoric, and both then appeal to the dedication of the individual reader to guarantee 
the effectiveness of their discourses.73 It is arguable that both share a view of mimesis 
which constitutes a significant limitation of its earlier meaning, suggesting that the 

70 As well as foreshadowing, Lucian also draws out a 72 See D. A. Russell, 'Longinus' On the Sublime 
thread in both Thucydides and Polybius. J. Davidson, (I964), xlii-xlviii; G. Martano, 'II saggio dul sublime', 
'The gaze in Polybius' Histories', JRS 81 (I99i), ANRW32.I (1984), 364-403. Others bring the legacy 
10-24, characterizes Polybius as a historian who up to date: G. Lombardo, Hypsegoria: studi sulla 
exploits the idea of immediate vision to organize his retorica del sublime (I988), 13-34, describes [Long- 
own disappearance. There is a close resemblance here inus] as 'tardo moderno', while N. Hertz, in similar 
to Lucian's ideal, particularly if Davidson is right vein, sees Walter Benjamin as a modern [Longinus], 
about Polybius' visualizing technique. 'Lecture de Longin', Poetique 15 (1973), 292-306, at 

71 So Davidson, op. cit. (n. 70), 24: 'Polybius is 301I-2, his Aura recalling hypsos. 
invisible; he had long ago arranged for himself to 73 Lombardo suggests that for [Longinus] the sub- 
disappear.' Jameson names this minimized historian lime is a modus vivendi rather than a modus scribendi 
the vanishing mediator in his account of Weber's (op. cit. (n. 72), 18-19). Lucian's comments on the 
ambitions for sociology: F. Jameson, 'The vanishing need for historians to display the right attitude suggest 
mediator', The Ideologies of Theory. Vol 2, Essays he may be thinking on similar lines. 
I97I-I986 (1988), 3-34. 



result of a different sense of rhetoric's role was a shift in rhetorical theory.74 If Kant's 
aesthetics coincide with a growth in individualism, and an increased demarcation of 
different faculties to different spheres of action, then the the difference in political context 
between the birth of the empire and its adulthood may account for the limitation of 
rhetoric's sphere, and a focus on individual sensibility as the measure of historical 
involvement. The preponderance in Lucian of images drawn from the body, and the 
lurid insistence with which he invites the reader to identify his body with those images, 
is a different world from the exhortatory political optimism of Dionysius. Lucian's 
attempt to elaborate a theory based on those images, where history's dressing is like the 
dressing of the body, contrasts strongly with the processes of reading, imitation, and 
political activity, which characterize Dionysius' vision of historical writing. The fact 
that, as a theory, it remains imagistic and illogical is a manifestation of the intrinsic 
impossibility of denying the textual basis of historiography, or put another way, of the 
inescapability of rhetorical terms of rerence in ancient theoretical writing.75 

Lucian does have a sense of what ideal political participation consists of; that can 
be seen in his belief that the audience to a history is capable of detaching itself from the 
politics of the day and attending to the nobler standards of posterity. The details of this 
vision are not defined, but one can imagine that Dionysius' ideal orator would fit the 
bill. However, the remoteness of that ideal produces a version of historical writing 
which takes its aesthetic effects out of the realm of politics. The purpose of the historical 
account leaves no trace on its actual processes of composition. The historian becomes an 
impossibly idealized, and in a sense impossibly impotent, craftsman, whose literary 
labours are an incidental, and if they fail, humiliating side-effect of the unfortunate fact 
that history can only be recorded by writing. Dionysius, on the other hand, sees that 
historical writing is, after all, just another kind of writing, and views all writing as 
subject to the universal values of moral utility, within which he integrates aesthetic 
effect. The historian is motivated by his own sense of moral and political responsibility; 
for Lucian, the idea of the historian's political involvement is too close to that of 
distorting partisanship. Too's interpretation of [Longinus] has him establishing the 
ideal state within the individual reader.76 Lucian is less explicit, but his combination of 
political detachment and political idealization, and his focus on the individual responses 
and constitution of the ideal historian, are a similar move towards greater subjectification 
in the response to political realities. Dionysius maintains a more traditional unity 
between rhetoric and aesthetics, as between political protagonists, historians, and 
readers, and has a more straight-forward sense of the collective enterprise to which 
historical writing can contribute. In Dionysius, individual response is deduced from the 
values of the community. In Lucian, readers measure their sensations against a more 
hesitant version of communal experience. 

An obvious conclusion is that Lucian's view of historical writing resembles our 
own more closely than Dionysius'. However, the particular terms of this resemblance, 
the demarcation of the aesthetic from the rhetorical, and the attempt to extricate 
history's hard core from rhetoric in turn provide an explanation of our difficulties with 
Dionysius. Points of identification between our own preconceptions and Lucian's views 
make Lucian seem more plausible than Dionysius, and reinforce an easy prejudice 
against rhetorical historiography. But a comparison of the two authors points to the 

74 Certainly both Lucian and [Longinus] reinterpret in poetry and rhetoric; in the former it produces 
mimesis; see above, pp. 86-7 and cf. Too, op. cit. ekplexis, in the latter, persuasion, art. cit. (n. 65), 345. 
(n. 42), 2io. A. Battistini suggests that Tacitus 75 cf. Too's reinstatement of the conventional rhetor- 
Dialogus is pointing in the direction of a shift in the ical element in [Longinus'] thought; op. cit. (n. 42), 
meaning of inventio, parallel to a move towards greater I88-94. cf. Michel, op. cit. (n. 2), I I 2. 

literality. He depicts inventio as 'non piu investita di 76 Too, op. cit. (n. 42), 215-17. One could read these 
finalita argomentative e persuasive ma ristretta a signs of greater individualism as part of the much 
nuclei tematici riproducibili da testo a testo', 'Orna- larger phenomenon described by Veyne, Foucault, et 
menta e scrittura', in G. Fenocchio (ed.), Le ragioni al. That would over-reach the scope of this paper, and 
della retorica (i986), 71-90, at 72, cf. above, p. 86. is in itself problematic; see the detailed discussion of 
See too W. J. Dominik, 'The style is the man', in S. Swain, 'Biography and biographic', in M. J. 
Roman Eloquence (1997), 50-68, at 62-6. Possibly Edwards and S. Swain (eds), Portraits (1997), 1-37, 
relevant is Webb's observation that [Longinus] is the esp. 5-22. 
only ancient theorist to distinguish between vividness 
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internal features of their thought which are liable to misunderstanding, and which may 
be susceptible to more detailed analysis once our preconceptions have been better 
understood. Through such a procedure, more light can be shed on the complex 
relationship between rhetoric and history in antiquity, and upon our own problematic 
involvement in that relationship. 

University of Birmingham 
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